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EDITORIAL

The first issue of The M.\sk has evidently pleased every member
in the Fraternity. We arc in receipt of many letter of congratula
tions, for which we are indeed thankful and encouraged, but we do
not intend to cease onr efforts in this direction by any means. We
want to see this month's publication excel January's in point of inter
est, and we hope the March issue will surpass hebruary's number.

Brother Hughart 's (Beta) article entitled "How .Shall Wc Keep
Passive Members in Touch?" which appeared in last month's number

paved a way for many, suggestions, and Brothers Goekel and Rugg
((jajiinia) have contributed articles in this month's issue which may
offer a practical sohition. Brother Ruggs idea of an annual gather
ing of the Knights in conjunction with the (irand C'liajiter Meeting,
seems to us to be a very feasible idea. Wc need something of this
sort, which wouhl not only act as a stimulant to the ultimate success

of the Fraternity, but would afford us an opportunity to properly
realize the e. tent of our growth.

AN ANNUAL CONCLAVE

It has been strongly demonstrated many times in the past, of the
need of a tie to bind the j^assivc and active members together. An
annual tax, although it might be willingly paid, would not tend to

bring about the desired result. What we want is something that the
members will be thoroughly interested in, and will look forward to

from year to year.
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What would better answer this purpose than an annual conclave
of the Knights of the Brotherhood of l*si? It could be held jointly
with the grand convention at the same time and place, and the pro
gram of entertainment could be arranged by the entertaining Chap
ter. The necessary expenses, outside of the regular delegates, to be

borne by the individual members attending, thus entailing no addi
tional expense to the local Chapter.

Kappa Psi is rapidly assuming a national prominence as one of
the leading medical fraternities of the country, and is destined in the
near future to be the leader. We are incorporated, we have an official

organ to be proud of, and last but not least, we have a list of members
that cannot be excelled. What wc desire most is expansion, or an

increase in the number of ChaiHers. This can only be brought about
by genuine enthusiasm and good, hard, individual work. Advertis

ing will help a great deal, for it will make the "frat" more prominent,
it will re-enthuse the passive men. and make other men more desir
ous of becoming members. Have you ever met a brother "frat" man

when many miles from home? If yon have you know how much it
means to you. It takes you back to the old college days. Perhaps
you have been graduated for several years and many of your old
chums have been for awhile forgotten, but when you meet a Frater

nity brother, how (piick it all comes back and for a while you live
those happy college days over again. .\ow. this is what an annual

gathering wfuild iiicaii to us. It will bring the passive men together
again, it will ])lace them in touch with the active men, and it will

arouse enthusiasm among both which could not be done in any other

way.
Now, Eta. is is "up to you" to start the ball rolling at Philadel

phia next fall, and we can guarantee that Gamma will send down

a good sized contingent. Gamma men are in favor of this to a man

and furthermore wish right here to put in a bid for the i(^5 conven

tion, which, bv right of turn, belongs to us. Before then we will

undoubtedly have chapters in both Columbia and Cornell Medical

Schools, and will be in a position to give the Knights of Psi at their

second annual conclave, the "time of their lives" in the greatest city
in the world.

Frederic W. Rugg, '04, Gamma.
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HOW TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH PASSIVE MEMBERS

Brother Hughart's (Beta) article in the January number, entitled,
"How Shall We Keep Passive Members in Touch," is worthy of ev
ery brother's deepest consideration. We cannot keep the passive
members interested in something which is not beneficial to them.
The failure of the chapters to collect the passive membership tax

might have been expected, and on giving the subject some considera
tion we cannot blame the passive men for not paying the same.

Why should they be expected to contribute to something which
is of no benefit to them�give in their money without any voice as to

its disposal ?
It was expected that a passive member should pay his $3 and leave

it to the active members to spend on entertaining themselves and at

the end of the year leave *he treasury as impoverished as ever.

I think that the question of passive membership tax shouhl be left
to the individual chapters to be imposed or not as they deem fit, or
as their financial standing will allow them.

But the vital question is how to justify a collection of this tax and
give the passive members value in return for their money.

It is the opinion of many members of Gamma, both active and

passive, that a passive membership tax should be imposed by their

chapter, but that the money so collected shall be placed in trust and
allowed to accumulate, year after year, for the establishment and
maintenance of a fraternity house in New York City.

In this way will the passive members be, as they should, an ever-

increasing source of strength to the fraternity, and bring about a

common bond�the "Frat-house"�uniting the active and passive
members, and each man will feel himself responsible for his fraternity
house.

We of Gamma sincerely hope to some day have in New York�

the Mecca of .'\merica�our own sacred shrine, dedicated to Zeus and

sacred to Kappa Psi.

Henry J. Goeckel, '04 P. G. Gamma.

A COMMON TENDENCY OF FRATERNAUSM

It is an infirmity common to humanity to be one-sided, narrow,
bigoted, perhaps fanatic. With most of us, too, training serves but

to strengthen natural bent. We see familiar examples of this on all
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sides� in family ties, in social life, in politics, in business, in religion.
An individual is born with a certain family name, into a certain social
circle, into certain pfilitical affiliation, into a certain religious atmos

phere. It is rarely the case that an individual grows so big in mind
or to such a generous stature that he can look over the narrow

confines in which he was deposited by birth, and admit that, after
all, there is some good in the fellow outside. .So rare, indeed, is it
that we comment on the exception, and every now and then we hear
of such a man as being broad-minded�liberal.

It is also true, with like generality, that each little dwarf of the
human family thinks himself exempt from the narrowness of mind
and heart, and sneers at its manifestation in all the rest. To him
whose field of vision is narrowed the world looks small; to the
jaundiced man the world looks green�and it would be hard to con

vince such a one thar the trouble lies in his own retina, or in his own

liver, and not with the world.
Fraternalism has no exemption, natural or ac<|uired, from these

two generalities. Indeed, is it not rather the fact that fraternalism,
in its very substance, and by reason of its very traditions, is prone
to foster these natural frailties of the human race?

It is not the intention of the writer to decry in the least that

proper spirit of affiliation which should bind together the members of
a fraternal order. It is but natural that the keystone of the system
should be mutual esteem, association, fellowship and friendship. But,
while freely admitting and openly sharing such a wholesome "esprit
(111 corps." is it not a fact that fraternalism has a dangerous element
in its very essence�an element which, unless guarded and corrected
ami provided against, works great injustice to others, and which will

surely react iijviii the fraternal order itself?
No honest man who has a practical inside acquaintance- with the

workings and spirit of fraternalism can deny that the tendency of
such an organization is to engender a feeling in the minds of its
members of superiority to men out of the organization; that the ten

dency of fraternalism is to fix by environment, as it were, a taint
Cdininoii to iiiaiikiiid by heredity�viz.: narrowness; that the fra

ternity man. unless blessed with an unusual degree of charitableness,
is apt to thank God that he is not as these other men are.

(iranting this to be the fact, it is not hard to see that the danger
is reactionary. For, unless checked, what is the result of this com

pound force of heredity and environment? Why, to keep on nar-
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rowing. Losing sight entirely of the injustice we do these outside
barbarians, Gentiles, or whatever else we proud Greeks or chosen

people are pleased to denominate them, selfish interests alone would
prompt us to consider well, lest the process of narrowing going on,

we, like contracting cicatricial tissue, squeeze out all but our scars�

these will remain forever.
The reverse side of the picture�the picture we present to the

"barbarians"�had best be left with only an allusion�

"Would that God the power He'd gie us .

To see ouselves as others see us !"
The remedy is theoretically easy ; its practical application may

be to the same degree difficult. No matter whether a man be a

fraternity man or not, there are certain qualities which men like
in men�honor, justice, courage, generosity, modesty, dignity.
These qualities fix a gentleman. Be a gentleman always, and the

most virulent anti-fraternity advocate will forgive you the slight
indiscretion which you were guilty of when you became a fraternity
man. Francis H. Smith, '04, Beta.

� POSSIBILITIES OF KAPPA PSI IN NEW VORK CITV

New York City, with her four thousand and some odd hundreds

of allopathic medical students, is certainly an excellent field for fra

ternity activity.
In the ranks of this student anny there should be a strong Kappa

Psi representation composed of the very best men to be found.

Let every brother, be he active or passive of (iamma or other

chapters, examine his list of friends with care, see if any of them are

members of this formidable army, or if they contemplate becoming ^

such. Get their opinions on fraternalism, strive to get them in com

munication with the brothers in .Mew York that we may lose no

time in establishing chapters and getting the best men as members

of the same.

Let all work with a will to bring about this result, that we may at

the earliest date establish in New York a fraternity house�a place
npon which we can look with pride and feel that it is our home no

matter where we may be in this wide world.

This house should be one of the largest and best because of its

central location, and the possibiHty, even probability of the brothers
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of resident or other chapters at some time in their lives coming to

the great metropolis. It is then when in a multitude of strangers
that they should know the strength and value of Kappa Psi, and find
a welcome among those whose aims, work and ideals are similar
to their own, and know that "he who has a thousand friends has not
a friend to spare." Henry Goeckel, '04, P. G. Gamma.

SUGGESTION TO HELP KEEP PASSIVE MEMBERS IN TOUCH

To my mind The Mask is the best feasible way we have at the

present time to keep in touch with our graduates. I feel also that
we should not want for a better medium. If we active members
will assist our editor in making The Mask what it should be by
seeing that our individual chapters give him our financial support,
and what should not be the least of importance, let every man feel
that it is his duty to write something for each edition of same (do not

leave it for their chapter correspondent to do it all)�then in this

way you will always have your chapter well represented in The

Mask, and by this means you will show your graduated members

that their old chapter is yet alive and is carrying on the good work
of the chapter, which they were instrumental in laying the foundation
for. When this is done The Mask will be an interesting journal for
the good of Kappa Psi�and since our graduated members have

gone to the four corners of the world�let The Mask be the medium

to reach them, and when it does in the form of an interesting fra

ternity paper it will be received with open arms (even into a busy
doctor's office), for lie will know that it brings to him glad tidings
from his chapter and much interesting news from sister chapters, and

though busy he may be he will always find time enough to read the

news of his much loved fraternity. And to my mind no graduated
member who ever cared for his fraternity would hesitate for one

moment in forwarding his subscription for The Mask, which will be

the medium in doing much good for Kappa Psi. So let all active

members make a long and strong pull for The Mask Success for

The Mask means success for Kappa Psi, and not a single one of us

should be contented with our fraternity until we see it one of the

�leading college fraternities of the United States.

B. E. Love, '04, Delta





CHAPTER NEWS

BETA CHAIIER.

Perhaps some imaginative Brother may have noticed something
curious about one of the eyes of the man-behind-the-mask? Yes, by
Gad, he's winking! Evidently our old gentleman thinks he holds an

ace-high-full, in poker parlance, in this publication of the Kappa Psi

Fraternity, which appeared for the first time with the New Year.
Beta Chapter wishes to put herself on record as agreeing with

the man behind the mask. We believe that our tender monthly
journal bids fair to solve satisfactorily a long-pondered problem�
viz. : how are our far-separated Chapters to keep in touch with each

other and with the central organization ? We are not slow to see the

great possibilities that are before us, provided�we play our cards
for all they are worth !

There's not much doing down Richmond-way, except settling up
bills, the aftermath of our (irand Chapter's celebration. However,
we never kick against paying bills, for they are a sign of progress,
and, above all things else. Beta Chapter wants to see progress.
Then, too, we are so fortunate as to have a very jealous watch dog of
the treasury, and, to the edification of your Brothers of Beta, he has

growled and snarled to such good advantage that he has managed to

save us bones enough to provide us a banquet some time in the near

future.
Bro. Eldridge, G. A., has already signified his intention of coming

here for the occasion. If his i)resence and the promise of a royal wel
come will persuade any more brothers to come along. Beta will cer

tainly see to it that you will have a seat and not go away hungry. Ad
mission ; a postal card any time before February loth.

Once in a while our Chapter has the great pleasure of renewing
old acquaintances with brothers, who, while in College, did them
selves and their Fraternity honor, and who have since gone out into

practice and made good their promise of success. Such a pleasure
we have lately had in gripping again the hand of our Bro. G. A.

Stover, M.D. Beta never had a finer man in it than Bro. Stover,
and though the oldest of the present active membership knew him

only after graduation, we assure him of a hearty welcome whenever
he comes our way.

In this connection let Beta Chapter ask that if any of her passive
members (or any brother from another Chapter for that matter)
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ever conies to Richiiiuiul, don't dare to go away without making
yourself known to the Chapter as it now exists. Remember, please,
that you�many of you�had left College long before we entered it.

and there is no possible way for us youngsters to remember the old
fathers unless they make themselves known.

Bro. Stover is at present the Tresident of the Alumni .Association
of our College, a mark <>i his jiopularity and worth, which Beta is

proud of.
Bros. J. P. I'roctor, ( i.S. and T., and V. K. Graybill, M.D., are

splendid advertisements of the real worth of Beta Chapter. When it
comes down to the genuine business of the practice of medicine
there's not iiuicli rc�iii for sham. One of the boasts of the Kappa Psi

Fraternity as it is represented in the University College of Medicine,
is that it has men in it who are not mere shams, not given to the dis

play of sporting jiroclivities, but who have an object in life and that a

high one. Our I'ruthers I'roctor and Graybill are worthy exemplars
of this boast, and we are fortunate in having them in such conspicu
ous positions as Resident Physicians respectively at .St. Luke's and
the Virginia Hospitals.

We are waiting for an answer to the (piestion proposed by Bro.

Hughart in the January issue�"How to Keep the Passive Member?
in Touch." fact's have communications from the members in ques
tion.

W c still stick at seventeen active men. I^ut IVta is not dead, nor
is she asleep. We are keeping a sharp eye open for any stray good
man. In the meantime we are building up the fences and doing gen
eral repair work in our own preserves. We are glad to report that

^
all are well, hard at work (apparently), at peace with each other, in
accord with our neighbors, in hopes for the prosperity of Kappa Psi,
and we have iu>tliing t<^ grumble about.

Francis H. .Smith. '04 (Beta).

OA.M M.\ CllAl'TKK.

The annual banquet of (jamma Chapter is to be held at the Hotel

Empire, Broadway, Columbus .\venue and 6.^1 Street, on Wednesday
evening, February 24, 1904. Our 0. A., Press Eldridge, Jr., is to fill

the toastmaster's chair, and nearly every member of the faculty have

signified their intention of being present as guests of the Fraternity.
The tickets will be $2.30 each, for both active and passive men, and
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you will confer a favor by notifying the secretary, Willard J. Ferrier,
101 W. 56th St., N. Y. City, ^s soon as possible, whether you will be

present or not. .Ml of the members in the city are looking forward,
with great pleasure, to the banquet, and we also want as many from

out of town to be present as can possibly get here. So all up for the

banquet.
The annual ball of the College is to occur I'ebruary 3, and Gamma

has made extensive preparation for the decoration of her boxes. .Scar

let roses with purple ribbons will be i)resente(l to every member and

their friends. Thirty-six "frat" banners and canes have just been re

ceived, and will be carried by every member at the ball. e

The committee having in charge the proposed Columbia Chapter
have been very much hampered by the examinations which have been

taking place there, but hope soon to bring about the desired result.

Brother Robertson, at Dartmouth, has been doing some great
work there, having five men pledged for a new Chapter. Keep it up,
"Bobbie."

At the annual banquet of the Class of '04, twenty Kappa Psi men

were present, which speaks for itself. The banquet was held at the

Hotel Marlborough on February 13.
During the month we have had the pleasure of entertaining the

following passive men at .the meetings: V. .\. "Tom" Cheatham. W.

S. Boyd, I'. .\. Porter, Roy Duckworth, .M. I',.. Hargrave. C. E. Dan
iels, and J. V . Burt.

Albert l-'. Colcord, or better known as "Colley" among his old col

lege chums, has just launched out for himself by buying the J. D.

Dolaii I'harmacv, one of the best stores in Portland, Maine. Here's

success to "Colley" from his old New York friends.

Justin S. Brewer, another ( iaiiiina man. has recently accepted a posi
tion with the ()slM)rii ("olwell Companv, New York, taking charge
of the manufacturing (lei)artnient. He is also editor of "The Journal of
Pharmacology," which he has greatly improved, and is rapidly bring
ing to the front.

Folger has gotten up an admirable design for a Kappa Psi seal

ring and we hoi)C to be able to have one of the rings at the banquet
so that all that so desire may order one. The i)rice will probably be

$9.50 each.

That the members of (jamma were pleased with The Mask is

putting it mildly; they were delighted, which was shown by their

unanimous support.
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The following men have duly "ridden the goat" :

W. Bruce Philip, Sacremento, California.
Charles Sackett, New York City.
Mark February 24 on your calendar to be spent with "the boys"

at the Hotel Empire. Frederic W. Rugg, '04.
DELTA CHAITEK.

Delta is as proud as a peacock ; she has a permanent home at 519
W. Lombard St. Although we have humbled ourselves to one room,
it answers our purpose nicely, situated conveniently, directly opposite
the College, where we can go after lectures to talk it over, or read
the latest periodicals, which we always have on hand, or study; for
here we are blessed with the privacy of our own apartments.

Last regular meeting Delta held her election, it has been the
Chapter's good fortune in having a very strong set of officers elected,
and we are all in hopes of having Brother Blackwell report Delta the
most flourishing Giapter at the next convention.

Even with our brilliant prospects of the ensuing year before us,
we voice our regrets that this is "Ex-.A^" Loves graduating year, for
it is he to whom we are indebted for the excellent condition of our

Chapter today.
Love, you will ever be your Chapter's benefactor, and may you in

all your undertakings in life meet with as hearty an approval from the
people as you have from the members of Delta Chapter of Kappa Psi.

The Theata Nu Epsilon, better known as Skull and Keys, or T.
N. E.'s, have invaded the University. Our Chapter is well represent
ed in this grand order. Kappa Psi has been honored in having one

of her fold elected their president.
EXTRA! EXTRA!

Wanted�The man who stole the "Rapid Firer" from under the
pillow of our heavy artillery while asleep. All communications strict
ly private. Address Rawlings, Delta.

If ocean liners were selling for ten cents each, we could not buy a

rivet in the smoke-stack, with money collected from passive members
for outstanding dues. Pay up, we need it.�Treasurer.

It is a greater disgrace to be sick than to be in the penitentiary.
If you are in the pen, it is a sign you have broken some man-made
statute, but if you are sick it is a sign you have broken some (}od-
made law. Send for a doctor. H. P. Hill, Jr., '06.
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El'SILON CUAP1ER.

Now that the holidays have passed and the New Year of our
Fraternity has been ushered in, we feel like congratulating ourselves
that the year 1904 finds us so nicely situated; always thankful for the
ever watchful care of Him who rules the universe, we are pushing for
ward with the determination that the present year shall be a most

successful one in the history of our chapter.
We regret exceedingly that we must, in a few weeks, be called

upon to sever ties which bind us together today, as those of our num
ber who are soon to step into the arena of public life shall leave us,
but although they must take their departure, yet we shall ever cher
ish in our memories pleasant hours we spent with them, not only in

the chapter room, but in the daily walks of life.
At the present time initiations are the rule, and the ever-increasing

activity among our members is, we think, a good omen. It is our aim

to have only the best material, and thereby build on a firm foundation
a structure that will withstand the chilling winds of criticism which

any Fraternity is likely to be brought face to face with.

Here's to good old "Kappa Psi,"
You cannot get by her if you try.
For, when she starts she goes clear through.
Backed by a mighty lively crew.

It is "go it Sal" from start to end,
As on the journey your footsteps wend.
And when through with your initiation.
You wonder how in all creation

They ever thought of so much to do

When they commenced to "pass you through."

The banquet, which is to be held soon, is expected to be the event

of the year. Preparations for a most enjoyable time are being per
fected by the committee in charge, and if the dinner is not a successful

one, it certainly will not be the fault of the committee. Brothers Rus

sell, O'Neil, Offner and Vermillion are the committee in charge.
Although the new officers have been installed only two weeks,

yet each one is perfecting himself in his part, and things are moving
along smoothly.
I wish to congratulate those who have the publishing of The Mask

in charge, for it certainly reflects great credit upon them. The neat-
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ness and style with which it is gotten up surely ought to elicit the ad
miration of the different chapters, and it certainly deserves the hearty
co-o|)eration of all Kappa Psi men.

E. Frederick Morris. '05.

ZETA CHAITKK

Hoya�Hoya�Soxa,
Hoya�Hoya�(ieorgetown,
Hoya�Mask�Mask�Mask.

On January 21 we spent a most enjoyable evening in the Chapter
room, the meeting was carried on with the usual solemnity peculiar
to Kappa I'si. .All the brothers greeted the initial number of The
M.\sk with the "Hoya, Hoya" cr\ , expressing at the same time their
admiration for the little paper. After the close of the meeting a

number of the brothers spent a few happy hours as the guests of
Brothers Sweeney and Mulholand, who tendered their brother guests
a right royal reception. During the course of the visit Brother Ham
ilton entertained the circle with that heart-breaking and pathetic bal
lad, familiar to us all, entitled, "Major Hawkins."

Brother Dunn has not lost his taste for the inevitable weed. Every
one thought that on the evening of his initiation that he made a sol
emn resolution never to look a cigar in the face again, but alas ! Bob
was not sincere ; i)erlia])s lie is afflicted with the coupon habit.

The sudden disappearance of Brother Light at the Christmas re

cess is a mystery to the inenibers of Zeta Chapter, and the truth can

only come from him.
Brother Lowe, who, after graduation two years ago, won highest

honors in the competitive examination for head resident in the

Georgetown University Hospital, and who is now head man of the
Columbia Hospital of this city, states that he will be glad to welcome
aii\ Kappa I'si men in his own private office in Georgetown, where
he will hang out his shingle. Good luck to you. Bob.

I'rother Carney, who started in playing right field for the Boston
National League Club last spring, and who ended by being installed
on the pitcher's list, is doing excellent work in the Children's Hospi
tal of this City. I have a suspicion that the youngsters make Pat
recite "Casey at the Bat" for them.

Brother Sweeney begs to announce that Columbia University will
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soon be with us. We need more chapters and this is a good field to

start work in.
When lectures do not interfere Bi^other Titus will be found at the

Stock Exchange. Look out for your watch, TIT.
The brothers of Zeta Chapter unite with me in sending their filial

love and best wishes to all the other chapters of Kappa Psi.

Leo F. Byrnes, '06.

ETA ClIAinER,

Eta Chapter welcomed The Mask and was quite favorably im

pressed with it. We enjoyed reading the various Chapter notes and
the different items of interest.

Since the last issue, not much of importance has transpired ex

cept that we held our election for Chapter officers and Brother W. J.
Phillips carried off the honors of the evening, and is now our "A" for

1904-5. Brother W. Ross will act temperarily as ( ). Brothers Ban

der, Lehman, Houk, Bonner, Crawford, Gilliland and Davy will fill
the balance of the offices. The writer was elected secretary.

We are sorry to say that Brother B. C. Devies is sick at his
home in Girard, Ohio. We hoi)e. however, that he will soon be with
us again. We miss him very much.

We expect to put through five men on the next meeting night,
which will bring our active list up to twenty-seven.

Brother Hoffman, a passive member, has lent us a good deal of

help and assistance this fall and winter. What we would like to see is

all of the passive members coming forward to help us royally enter

tain the Grand Chapter next fall when they hold their Convention
under our auspices. Eta Chapter must exert herself to make this

convention "the best ever," and if the passive members will unite with

the active members nothing but success will crown our efforts.

E. M. Holkoyu, '05.

CONTRIBUTIONS.

As we stated in the January number, this is voeu paper and a me

dium through which you can express your views. Any article bearing
upon Kappa Psi or i'Vaternity life that )-ou might care to write and

send us will be gratefully accepted, and also any advkktisk.ments and

subscriptions.
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